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The meteorological Spring is here and snowdrops are
in bloom. The days are ge�ng longer and we finally
have some light at the end of this very long tunnel as
the vaccine is rolled out, infec�on rates are going
down and Boris has announced his road map. Soon,
hopefully, we will be able to meet up with our families
and with our u3a friends. Things are looking up!
Jane Armstrong

Do keep in contact
with your U3A
friends by phone,
Zoom or WhatsApp

What is a grandparent?
(Taken from papers written by a class of 8-year-olds)
1.

Grandparents are a lady and a man who have no li�le children
of their own. They like other people's.

2.

Grandparents don't have to do anything except be there when
we come to see them. They are so old they shouldn't play hard
or run. It is good if they drive us to the shops and give us
money.

3.

When they take us for walks, they slow down past things like
pre�y leaves and caterpillars.

4.

They show us and talk to us about the colours of the flowers
and also why we shouldn't step on 'cracks.'

5.

They don't say, 'Hurry up.'

6.

Usually grandmothers are fat but not too fat to �e your shoes.
They wear glasses and funny underwear.

7.

They can take their teeth and gums out.

8.

They have to answer ques�ons like 'Why isn't God married?'
and 'How come dogs chase cats?'

9.

When they read to us, they don't skip. They don't mind if we
ask for the same story over again.

10. . Everybody should try to have a grandmother, especially if
you don't have television because they are the only grownups
who like to spend �me with us.
11.
12. They know we should have snack �me before bed �me, and
they say prayers with us and kiss us even when we've acted
badly.
13.
A 6-year-old was asked where his grandma lived. ''Oh,'' he
said, ''she lives at the Airport, and when we want her, we just
go get her. Then when we're done having her visit, we take
her back to the airport.''
14.
15. Grandpa is the smartest man on earth! He teaches me good
things,
16. But i don't get to see him enough to get as smart as him!
17. It's funny when they bend over; they fart, and they blame their
dog!

I don’t know about you, but I
certainly have days like this!

Ode to a virus
Our worries come in many forms (but usually it’s the kids).
This time a nasty virus has placed us on the skids.
At first we thought the media had hyped it way up high,
but sadly this was not the case. Their words were not a lie.
The lockdowns have been difficult for most of us, it’s true,
but (mostly ‘cos we’re British), our grit comes shining through.
And ‘though the worry stays up high,
and ‘though we wish it gone,
still members of our u3as will not be woe-begone.
We’ll garden ‘til our thumbs turn green, and wild birds are our
friends.
We’ll walk the paths around our homes,
cross bridges and round bends.
We bake and cook and sew and knit, learn languages, and
write.
This strange, demanding period will serve us well, despite.
These sparky, plucky, Bulldog Brits will not give up their friends.
Nor will they cease their favourite stuff.
Their lifestyles they defend.
With grace and smiles, and cups of tea, and Zoom,
and endless cheer,
Corona Virus will be beat and banished, have no fear.
**I was sent this poem and thought it far too good not to share, but it was not
credited. If I find out I will credit them in the next issue**

